We outline an approach yielding proper motions with higher precision than exists in present catalogs for a sample of stars in the Kepler field. To increase proper motion precision we combine first moment centroids of Kepler pixel data from a single Season with existing catalog positions and proper motions. We use this astrometry to produce improved reduced proper motion diagrams, analogous to a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, for stars identified as Kepler Objects of Interest. The more precise the relative proper motions, the better the discrimination between stellar luminosity classes. With UCAC4 and PPMXL epoch 2000 positions (and proper motions from those catalogs as quasi-bayesian priors) astrometry for a single test Channel (21) and Season (0) spanning two years yields proper motions with an average per-coordinate proper motion error of 1.0 mas yr −1 , over a factor of three better than existing catalogs. We apply a mapping between a reduced proper motion diagram and an HR diagram, both constructed using HST parallaxes and proper motions, to estimate Kepler Object of Interest K-band absolute magnitudes. The techniques discussed apply to any future small-field astrometry as well as the rest of the Kepler field.
Introduction
Astrometric precision, , in the absence of systematic error is proportional to N −1/2 , where N is the number of observations (van Altena 2013) . Theoretically, averaging the existing vast quantity of Kepler data might permit one to approach HST /FGS astrometric precision, 1 millisecond of arc per observation. While Kepler was never designed to be an astrometric instrument, and despite significant astrometric systematics and the challenge of fat pixels (3. 9757/pixel), one can reach a particular goal; higher precision proper motions for Kepler Objects of Interest (KOIs) from Kepler data. Additionally, these techniques may find utility when future astrometric users of, for example, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008 ) require the highest possible astrometric precision for targets of interest contained on a single CCD in the focal plane. Finally, proper motion measures from any Kepler extended mission might benefit from the application of these techniques.
In transit work it is useful to know the luminosity class of a host star when estimating the size of the companion. This requires a distance, ideally provided by a measurement of parallax. With simple centroiding unaware of point spread function (PSF) structure the season to season Kepler astrometry required for parallaxes presently yields positions with average errors exceeding 100 milliseconds of arc (mas), insufficient for parallaxes (Section 4.3 ). Yet distance is a desirable piece of information. Reduced proper motion (RPM) diagrams may provide an alternative distance estimate. The concept is simple: proper motion becomes a proxy for distance (Stromberg 1939; Gould & Morgan 2003; Gould 2004) . Statistically, the nearer any star is to us, the more likely it is to have a larger proper motion. The RPM diagram consists of the proper motion converted to a magnitude-like parameter plotted against color. The RPM diagram is thus analogous to a Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. While some nearby stars might have low proper motions, typically giant and dwarf stars are separable. The more precise the proper motions, the better the discrimination between stellar luminosity classes.
In the following sections we describe our approach yielding improved placement within an RPM for any Kepler target of interest. We outline in Section 2 the utility of RPM diagrams, including a calibration to absolute magnitude derived from HST astrometry; discuss in Section 3 Kepler data acquisition and reduction; present the results of a number of tests providing insight into the many difficulties associated with Kepler astrometry (Section 4); describe the modeling and the proper motion results for our selected Kepler test field, (Section 5); compare our improved RPM with that previously derived from existing astrometric catalogs (Section 5.8); and discuss the astrophysical ramifications of our estimated absolute magnitudes for the over 60 KOI's in our test field (Section 6). We summarize our findings in Section 7.
A Calibrated RPM Diagram
In past HST astrometric investigations (e.g. Benedict et al. 2011 ) the RPM was used to confirm the spectrophotometric stellar spectral types and luminosity classes of reference stars. Their estimated parallaxes are entered into the modeling as observations with associated errors. To minimize absorption effects HST astrometric investigations use for the magnitude-like parameter H K (0) = K(0) + 5log(µ), and for a color, Compared to Hipparcos, HST has produced only a small number of parallaxes and proper motions (Benedict et al. 1999 (Benedict et al. , 2000a (Benedict et al. , 2000b (Benedict et al. , 2002 (Benedict et al. , 2006 (Benedict et al. , 2009 Harrison et al. 2013; McArthur et al. 2001 McArthur et al. , 2010 McArthur et al. , 2011 McArthur et al. , 2013 Roelofs et al. 2007 ), but with higher precision. Parallax and proper motion results for forty-two stars with HST proper motion and parallax measures are collected in Table 1 . Average parallax errors are 0.2 mas. Average proper motion errors are 0.4 mas yr −1 . Compared in Figure 1 are an HR diagram and an RPM diagram constructed with HST parallax and proper motion results for the targets listed in Table 1 . Conspicuously absent from the RPM diagram are the RR Lyr results from Benedict et al. (2011) with their large proper motions due to their Halo Pop II identification. Lines plotted on the HR diagram show predicted loci for 10 Gyr age solar metallicity stars and 3Gyr age metal-poor stars from Dartmouth Stellar Evolution models (Dotter et al. 2008) . These ages and metallicities encompass the majority of what might be expected from a random sampling of stars in our Galaxy.
Even though these targets are scattered all over the sky and range from PN central stars to Cepheid variables, the similarity between the HR and RPM diagrams is striking. In Figure 2 we plot the extinction corrected K-band absolute magnitude derived from HST parallaxes against the magnitude-like parameter H K (0). The resulting scatter, 0.7 mag RMS, suggests that precise proper motion is a good enough proxy for distance to allow the assignment of luminosity class.
Note that while this calibration is produced with proper motions sampling much of the celestial sphere, the HR diagram and RPM main sequences are defined almost exclusively by stars belonging to the Hyades and Pleiades clusters. This may become an issue when we attempt to apply the calibration to a small piece of the sky in a different location. Both the calibration sources and a random Kepler field have systematic proper motions due to galactic rotation (c.f. van Leeuwen 2007, section 6.1.5), possibly requiring some correction.
Kepler Observations and Data Reduction
The primary mission of the Kepler spacecraft is high-precision photometry with which to discover transiting planets. Kepler rotates about the boresight once each 90 days to maximize solar panel illumination. Each such pointing is identified by a Season number; 0-3. Each 90 day span is identified by a Quarter number; 1-17. The CCDs in the Kepler focal plane are identified by Channel number; 1-84. Our goal is to produce an astrometric reference frame across a given Kepler channel containing KOIs of interest, the end product being KOI proper motions with which to populate an RPM.
Star Data
The Kepler telescope trails the Earth in Sun-centered orbit. Details on the photometric performance and focal plane array can be found in Borucki et al. (2010) and Caldwell et al. (2010a) . The following explorations restrict themselves to the so-called long-cadence data, where each subsection containing a star of interest in the array is read out once every 30 minutes. These subsections of the Kepler FOV (hereafter, postage stamps) range from 4x5 pixels for fainter stars to larger than 8x8 pixels for brighter stars. Kepler pixels are a little less than 4 arc sec on a side. Targets observed with long-cadence generate approximately 4700 postage stamps per star per Quarter.
We obtain Kepler data from the Space Telescope Science Institute Multimission Archive (MAST). These data include both pipelined positions ( the * llc.fits files, where '*' is a global replacement marker) and postage stamp image data (the * lpd-targ.fits files). The Kepler Archive Manual (Fraquelli & Thompson 2012 ) greatly assisted us with any access issues.
Positions from Kepler image data
Positions used in this paper are generated from the Kepler postage stamp image data, using a simple first-moment centering algorithm. We calculate
where z = flux(i,j) are the flux count values for each Kepler pixel within the postage stamp. To generate positions from the optimal aperture, any z value not in the optimal aperture is set to zero. To reduce the computational load and to smooth out high frequency positional variations, normal points (NP) are formed by averaging the x and y positions for a specified time span. The tests and results reported herein are based on nine day normal points. We also use only data within an optimal aperture for each star defined by the Kepler team. We provide an example of an optimal aperture for a star with Kepler identification number KID = 7031732 in Figure 3 . There are positional corrections tabulated in the MAST data products, e.g. POS CORR1. These report the size of the differential velocity aberration (DVA), pointing drift, and thermal effects applicable to the region of sky recorded in the file. These corrections are applied to our derived centroids. Final positions used in the test are corrected using the MAST position correction values, e.g., XY CORR = MOM CENTR XY -POS CORR XY. The standard deviation of each normal point along each axis for each star is calculated. The average standard deviation of these NP is typically on order one mas, demonstrating exceptional astrometric stability within each postage stamp. However. this small formal random error is a significant underestimation of the total star-to-star astrometric quality, as we shall see below in Section 4.1.
We explored utilizing PSF fitting methods to extract positions. That approach did not resolve the issue of poor astrometric performance over multiple quarters (see Section 4.3 below). PSF fitting is computationally intensive and complicated given the Kepler FOV crowded stellar field and the significant PSF variations over that field (Bryson et al. 2010 ).
Kepler Astrometric Tests
These tests highlight several systematic errors and motivate our simple strategy for dealing with them. For all astrometric modeling we employ GaussFit (Jefferys et al. 1988) to minimize χ 2 .
Single Channel, Single Season, Single Quarter
These tests use 95 stars located in Channel 21, Season 0, Quarter 10 and identified as red giants in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC). This initial filtering by star type potentially minimizes any effects of proper motion over the span of one or even two Quarters. The normal point generator, run on each star selected from test Channel 21, effectively reduces the number of discrete data sets per star from on order 4500 down to nine. We assign the nine normal points for each of the 95 stars in the test to the nine 'plates'. Each plate now contains 95 stars whose epochs are now separated in time by approximately nine days. With the positions and positional errors generated by the normal point code (now organized as nine 'plates' each containing 95 star positions and associated errors) we determine scale, rotation, and offset "plate constants" relative to an arbitrarily adopted constraint epoch (the so-called "master plate") for each observation set (the positions generated for each star within each 'plate' at each of the nine normal point epochs). The solved equations of condition are:
where x and y are the measured normal point coordinates from the Kepler postage stamps. A and B are scale and rotation plate constants, C and F are offsets. For this test spanning only one 90 day Quarter we ignore proper motions. When modeling these positions, in order to approach a near unity χ 2 /DOF (DOF=degrees of freedom), the input positional errors, standard deviations from the normal point averaging process, had to be increased by a factor of four. The final catalog of (ξ, η) positions have average < σ ξ >= 0.31 millipixel and < σ η >= 0.64 millipixel (1.23 and 2.54 mas), seemingly quite encouraging if one's goal is precision astrometry with Kepler.
However, the results of this modeling, shown in Figure 4 , exhibit large systematic effects, well-correlated with time. The constraint epoch for this reduction is JD-24400000=15785.2, the middle epoch of the nine plotted. We tentatively blame the typically larger y residuals (y larger than x within each epoch) in Figure 4 with charge transfer smearing along the CCD column readout direction (Kozhurina-Platais et al. 2008; Quintana et al. 2010) . Our ultimate goal is to tease out stellar positional behavior similarly correlated with time; proper motion. Among the largest and most strikingly systematic residual patterns we find stars 9 (=KID 6363534) and 27 (=KID 6606001). Figure 5 provides an explanation for the behavior of star 27 (a close companion that perturbed the simple first moment centering algorithm), and presents a puzzle regarding Star 9. It has no bright companions, yet is a poorly behaved component of our astrometric reference frame. We suspect the CCD channel-to-channel cross-talk discussed in Caldwell et al. (2010b) . Four CCDs share common readout electronics. A bright star on one CCD can affect measured charge in another.
To determine if there might be unmodeled -but possibly correctable -systematic effects at the 10 millipixel level, we plotted the reference frame x and y residuals against a number of parameters. These included x, y position within the channel; radial distance from the channel center; reference star magnitude and color; and epoch of observation. We saw no obvious trends, other than an expected increase in positional uncertainty with reference star magnitude. Models with separate x and y scales (6 parameters; in Equation 2 above, where -B and A are replaced by D and E) or color terms (8 parameters) provided no improvement in χ 2 /DOF.
Given that the pipelined positions available in the llc.fits files are also first moment centroids calculated from the optimal apertures, we developed the capability to generate these independently as a further test of Kepler astrometry. The code used to generate the positions whose residuals are plotted in Figure 4 can also produce first moment centroid data using the entire postage stamp (e.g., all the flux values in the middle panel in Figure 3 ). Comparing positions extracted from the entire postage stamp against the optimal subset of the postage stamp for Channel 21, the average absolute value residual is reduced by 30% when using the optimal apertures. However tests carried out on Channel 41 (Season 0, Quarter 10), near the Kepler field of view center result in a much less significant improvement, only 12%. This can be explained by considering the degradation in the point spread function (PSF) from the center to the edge of the entire Kepler field of view (Bryson et al. 2010; Tenenbaum & Jenkins 2010) .
Other Single Channel Tests

Same Stars -Multiple Seasons and Quarters
To test whether or not the peculiar fan pattern in the residuals against time seen in Figure 4 is Channel-specific, we carried out similar tests for Channels 41, 42, 43, and 44, the central four CCDs in the Kepler focal plane. We sampled Quarter 3 through Quarter 14, using the same ∼75 stars in each channel. The results of this 4 parameter modeling are given in Figure 6 . Every Quarter exhibits time-depends residual behavior. The patterns often repeat within the same season. For example, in Season 1 the x residuals for star 5 (=KID 8949862) start out large and positive and move down to large negative over ∼ 90 days. Yet star 5 is relatively well-behaved for any other Season. A comparison of Figure 6 with figure 5 in Barclay (2011) 2 is convincing evidence that astrometry quality and primary mirror temperature changes are correlated. Stable temperatures at any level yield better astrometry (smaller residuals).
An External Check of Single Channel, Single Season Data
We carried out a four parameter modeling of 127 stars randomly chosen (a mix of dwarfs and giants according to the KIC) in Channel 26 from Season 3, Quarter 5 and found residual patterns similar to that for Season 3, Quarter 5, Channel 44 shown in Figure 6 . We then extracted a subset of ten stars, five with relatively well-behaved x residuals (stars 4-62), five with x residuals not constant with time (stars 67-106 in Figure 7 ). We list these in Table 2 .
To explore the hypothesis that astrophysical effects (i.e., companions undetectable at the resolution of the Kepler detectors) cause the observed residual behavior, these ten stars were observed with the Keck NIRC2-AO system (Wizinowich et al. 2004; Johansson et al. 2008) on the nights of 19-21 August 2013 UT with the NIRC2 instrument on Keck II. The targets themselves were used as natural guide stars and observations were made in the K' filter or the Br-γ filter, if the star was too bright for the broader K' filter. The native seeing on the three nights (before AO) was approximately 0. 6 at 2µm. The NIRC2 instrument was in the narrow field mode with a pixel scale of approximately 0. 009942 pixel −1 and a field of view of approximately 10. 1 on a side. Each dataset was collected with a 3-point dither pattern, avoiding the lower left quadrant of the NIRC2 array, with 5 images per dither position, each shifted 1" from the previous. Each frame was dark subtracted and flat fielded. The sky frames were constructed for each target from the target frames themselves by median filtering and coadding the 15 dithered frames. Individual exposure times varied depending on the brightness of the target but typically were 10 -30 seconds per frame. Data reduction was performed with a custom set of IDL routines.
To estimate companion detection limits as a function of distance from the selected targets we utilized PSF planting and cross correlation (Tanner et al. 2010) . The science target was extracted from the image, sky subtracted, and normalized. Then it was added at random positions around the image such that an equal number of plant positions occur in each radius bin of 0. 1 around the science target. The flux within each planted PSF is scaled by a random value which ranges from 10 −3 to 10 3 times the original number of counts in the star. The counts were determined through aperture photometry with a radius of 0. 2 and a sky annulus of 0. 2-0. 3. Once added to the image, the threshold for detection was established by cross-correlating the planted star with the normalized PSF. A scaled and random PSF plant was considered detected if the cross correlation value was above 0.5 -a value determined by a "by eye" assessment. The location and flux of those PSFs which were detected were recorded over 5000 PSF plants. In each radius bin the PSF with the smallest flux was used in the resulting plot of detected minimum magnitude difference (∆K s ) versus distance from the science target.
We found no companion candidates in these images within a radius of 1. 2. Figure 8 contains the contrast curves for star 4 (constant residuals) and star 67 (time-varying residuals), along with a fit to normalized average contrast curves for stars 4-62 ( Good ) and 67-106 ( Bad ). To fit the average contrast curves we employed an exponential function (y = K0 + K1 * exp(−(x − x0)/K2)) with offset, x0. The similarity of the average contrast curves removes small angular separation, fainter companions as the cause of the Figure 7 behavior. Finally, the average Season 3 crowding, contamination, and flux fraction parameters (see Fraquelli and Thompson 2012 for parameter details) of the two groups differed little.
Lessons Learned
With as rich a set of data as produced by Kepler our approach is to exercise extensive editing to establish the best astrometric reference frame; a reference frame with χ 2 /DOF∼1, and Gaussian distribution of residuals. If we model only epochs 3-7 in Figure 4 , as shown in Figure 9 , we generate a final catalog of (ξ, η) positions with average < σ ξ >= 0.22 millipixel and < σ η >= 0.46 millipixel (0.87 and 1.83 mas). The residuals are Gaussian ( Figure 10 ) and naturally larger than the average catalog errors because of the effective averaging to produce a catalog. Again, the significantly larger residuals along the y axis are likely due to CCD read-out issues (Kozhurina-Platais et al. 2008; Quintana et al. 2010 ).
Two Channels, Two Contiguous Seasons
Again restricting our test to include only stars identified as red giants to minimize proper motion effects, we now run a plate overlap model for the same set of stars appearing on two different Channels (21, 37) for Quarters 10 and 11 respectively. Given that the average absolute value UCAC4 proper motion for this suite of test stars is 7.5 mas yr −1 (less than 2 millipixel yr −1 ), the roughly 180 day span of these data should exhibit very little scatter due to unmodeled motions. A four parameter model (with the constraint plate chosen to be from Channel 21) yielded a final catalog with < σ ξ >= 2.60 millipixel and < σ η >= 6.6 millipixel (10.33 and 26.23 mas), significantly poorer astrometric performance than for a single Channel and Quarter (Section 4.1). A six parameter model with separate scales along x and y yielded only a 0.8% reduction in the large value of reduced χ 2 /DOF.
The Kepler telescope has a Schmidt-Cassegrain design. An effective astrometric model for such a telescope, used successfully in the past on Palomar Schmidt photographic plates, is introduced in Abbot et al. (1975) and used in e.g. Benedict et al. (1978) . That model,
when applied to the Channels 21 and 37 data provided a 9.1% reduction in reduced χ 2 /DOF, but a final catalog with errors almost exactly as found for the four and six parameter models. The run of residual with time is shown in Figure 11 . The residuals from this modeling are on average eight times larger than for Channel 21 alone. That the residuals remain large even with a Schmidt model demonstrates that the astrometric effects are not due to the Schmidt nature of the Kepler telescope. The residuals as a function of position within the Channel 37 CCD show large variations on extremely small spatial scales ( Figure 12 ). We have yet to identify the source of these high-frequency spatial defects, but cannot yet rule out the individual field flatteners atop each module containing four Channels (Tenenbaum & Jenkins 2010) . This inter-Channel behavior effectively prohibits the measurement of precise parallaxes using only Kepler data.
Astrometry of a Kepler Test Field
Our ultimate goal is to produce an RPM diagram including KOIs, permitting an estimate of their luminosity class. This may be feasible by restricting astrometry to a single Channel and Season. Essentially we may be able to ignore the deficiencies demonstrated in Figures 11 and 12 because each star in any given Season will be observed by the same pixels, and the starlight is passing through the exact same region of the field flattener. The seventeen available Quarters provide 3-4 same-Season observation sets for any Kepler Channel. Examination of Figure 6 supports our selection of Season 0 as one of the more stable. Tests similar to those carried out in Section 4.1 yielded very poor results for Quarter 2, hence it is unused here.
Populating an RPM Diagram
To fully populate the H K , (J-K) 0 plane of an RPM diagram we extract Channel 21 long-cadence image data (*lpd-targ*) for stars with 14 >KEPMAG > 11.6; Quarters 6, 10, and 14, all Season 0:
1. ∼ 100 stars classified as red giants, 2. ∼ 100 stars with T eff > 6500K , 3. ∼ 100 stars with 6200 > T eff > 5100K , 4. ∼ 30 stars with T eff <5000K and Total PM ≥ 0. 24yr −1 with any KEPMAG value, and 5. all KOIs found in Channel 21; e.g., Planetary candidate and Exoplanet host star condition flag objects. These, too, have unrestricted KEPMAG.
We extract positions and generate 9-day average normal points using only the Kepler team defined optimal apertures for each star. When including these data in our modeling with the ground-based catalogs, the Kepler x,y values are re-origined to the center of Channel 21.
Reference Star Priors
To place our relative astrometry onto a Right Ascension, Declination system we extract J2000 positions and proper motions from the UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013 ) and PPMXL (Roeser et al. 2010) catalogs. The catalog positions scale the Kepler astrometry and provide approximately a 12 year baseline for proper motion determination. Additionally, the catalog proper motions with associated errors are entered into the modeling as quasi-Bayesian priors. These values are not entered as hardwired quantities known to infinite precision. The χ 2 minimization is allowed to adjust the parameter values suggested by these data values within limits defined by the data input errors.
The input positional errors average 19 mas for the UCAC4 and 63 mas for the PPMXL. The average per axis proper motion errors are 2.6 mas yr −1 for UCAC4 and 3.9 mas yr −1 for PPMXL. A comparison of the two catalogs yields an average per star absolute value proper motion disagreement of 5.1 mas yr −1 , indicating room for improvement. The RA and Dec positions from the two catalogs are used to calculate ξ, η standard coordinates transformed from radians to seconds of arc (van de Kamp 1967) , using the center of Channel 21 as the tangent point.
The Proper Motion Astrometric Model
With the central five epochs of positions from Quarter 6, Quarter 10, and Quarter 14 from Kepler Channel 21 (the editing of each Quarter illustrated by comparing Figure 4 to Figure 9 ), spanning 2.14 years, standard coordinates from PPMXL, and UCAC4, and proper motion priors from the latter two catalogs we determine "plate constants" relative to the UCAC4 catalog (it having smaller formal positional errors). The constraint epoch is thus 2000.0. Our reference frame after pruning out astrometrically misbehaving objects contains 226 stars. For this model we include only those stars with a restricted magnitude range, 14 > KEPMAG > 11.6, samples 1-3 discussed in Section 5.1 above. The average magnitude for this magnitude-selected reference frame is KEP M AG = 13.3.
Again, we employ GaussFit (Jefferys et al. 1988) to minimize χ 2 . The solved equations of condition for the Channel 21 field are now:
where x = x − 500 and y = y − 500 are the re-origined measured coordinates from Kepler and the standard coordinates from UCAC4 and PPMXL; µ x and µ y are proper motions; and ∆t is the epoch difference from the mean epoch.
From the resulting astrometric parameters we form a plate scale
and find for the 15 epochs (five for each of the three Quarters) of Kepler observations S = 3. 97664±0. 000009 pixel −1 , close to the nominal Kepler plate scale (van Cleve & Caldwell 2009 ) and an indication that the Kepler telescope plate scale as sampled in Channel 21 was quite constant. The scale factor of the PPMXL catalog relative to the UCAC4 catalog was 1.000012.
Assessing the Reference Frame
Using the UCAC4 catalog as the constraint plate, to achieve a χ 2 /DOF ∼1 the Kepler normal point data errors (normal point standard deviations) had to be increased by a factor of sixteen. Histograms of the Kepler normal point residuals were characterized by σ x = 3.6 mas, σ y = 6.4 mas. The average absolute value residual for Kepler was 4.8 mas; for UCAC4, 24.3 mas; for PPMXL, 61.6 mas. The resulting 226 star reference frame 'catalog' in ξ and η standard coordinates was determined with average positional errors σ ξ,η = 8.6 mas, a 55% improvement in relative position over the UCAC4 catalog. The average proper motion error for the stars comprising the reference frame is 0.8 mas yr −1 .
Again, to determine if there might be unmodeled -but possibly correctable -systematic effects, we plotted reference frame x and y residuals against a number of parameters. These included x, y position within the channel ( Figure 13) ; radial distance from the channel center; reference star magnitude and color; and epoch of observation. We saw no obvious trends, other than an expected increase in positional uncertainty with reference star magnitude. Plots of x and y residual versus pixel phase also indicated no trends. We calculate pixel phase; φ x = x − int(x + 0.5), where int returns the integer part of the (for example) x coordinate.
Applying the Reference Frame
To insure that the typically fainter (hence less valuable contributors to the astrometric reference frame) stars do not affect our astrometric modeling of the Channel 21 CCD, the identical model in Section 5.3 is re-run adding normal point positions for the K and M stars (sample 4) and KOI's (sample 5) from Section 5.1, holding the equations 7-8 coefficients A-G' to the values determined in Section 5.3. Note that we do solve for positions and proper motions. This yields final catalog positions and proper motions for 301 stars representing all the categories listed in Section 5.1. The inclusion of fainter stars results in a 'catalog' with ξ and η standard coordinates average relative positional errors σ ξ,η = 11.1 mas, and an average proper motion error for all stars of 1.0 mas yr −1 . The decrease in proper motion precision relative to that found for the reference frame-only stars is driven by the inclusion of the typically fainter K, M, and KOI stars with average KEP M AG = 15.1. As shown in Section 5.7 below, the centroids of fainter stars have lower signal to noise, and, if included, would degrade our astrometric reference frame.
We present final KOI proper motions and errors in Table 3 . These are in a sense absolute proper motions, because of the use of prior information. To reiterate, we treated the UCAC4 and PPMXL proper motion priors as observations with corresponding errors. The Table 3 KOI proper motion parameters (and those for the entire set of reference stars modeled above) were adjusted by various amounts depending on the data input errors to arrive at a final result that minimized χ 2 .
Reference Star Photometric Stability
Our normal point generation process (Section 3.2) also produces an average magnitude. In the case of nine-day normal points, all the measured flux values in each optimum aperture are averaged over the nine day interval and converted to a magnitude with an arbitrary zeropoint through m f = 25.768 − 2.5 * log 10 ( f lux ). Because we restricted this test to a single channel, no background correction is applied. The standard deviation for the 15 average m f magnitudes is plotted against reference star ID number in Figure 14 . Referencing Section 5.1, stars 1-99 are classified as red giants in the KIC (sample 1) ; stars 100-199 are hotter stars (sample 2); stars 201-299 are intermediate temperature stars (sample 3); stars 300-350 are selected to be more likely K and M dwarfs (sample 4); and stars 400 -452 are the KOI's found in Channel 21 (sample 5). Note that all ID numbers are not present in the plot due to the editing process (Section 5.3) producing the final astrometric reference frame.
Highest maximum variability with a nine-day cadence is found in our sample of suspected giants, not an unexpected result (Bastien et al. 2013) . The KOIs seem to have photometric variability characteristics most similar to the K,M group. We note the trends to smaller variation with increasing number within each group (as defined in Section 5.1). This may be a function of photometric noise characteristics having positional dependence within Channel 21. The selection process populating each group and allocating a running number within each group, always assigned the lowest numbers nearer (x,y)=(0,1000), the highest nearer (x,y)=(1000,0). Figure 15 contains an average absolute value Kepler x residual for each reference star and KOI (numbering from Table 3 ) as a function of m f . The residuals are calculated from the Section 5.3 modeling results. We choose the x residual as a potential diagnostic given that the y residuals in general are systematically larger (c.f. Figures 10 and 13 ). The trend line is a quadratic fit to the x residuals for the reference stars only (samples 1-3 in Section 5.1). The planet-hosting KOI over-plotted with large font show no extreme astrometric behavior, all lying within ±3-σ of the relation. However several KOI hosting unconfirmed planetary companions exhibit astrometric peculiarities. Both KOI 426 and 452 were inspected in 2MASS and Palomar Sky Survey images and showed no nearby stellar companions or image structure indicative of close stellar companions. In addition KOI 452 is the most photometrically variable ( Figure 14) host candidate star. Unfortunately, given the random eruption of astrometric peculiarity (c.f. Figure 5 ), astrometry alone cannot serve as a reliable indicator of astrophysically interesting behavior.
Astrometry as a Diagnostic
RPM Diagrams; Pre-and Post-Kepler
We now have the proper motions required to generate H K (0) values for an RPM (Section 2). K-band magnitudes, J−K colors and interstellar extinction values, A V , E(B − V ) were extracted from the online Kepler target data base at the MAST. We assumed (Schlegel et al. 1998) Figure 16 shows H K (0) and (J − K) 0 for all stars except the KOIs and exhibits a distribution of points that appears to have a main sequence and an ascending sub-giant branch. The average H K (0) error is 0.43 mag, but is dependent on the value of µ vec with an increased error towards bright values of
The scatter in Figure 16 , left, can be due to several causes. These include proper motion accuracy, random motions of stars, and systematic motions of stars. The H K (0) average error bar in the figure indicates ±0.4 magnitude of scatter due to measurement error. The amount due to random stellar motions is unknown. Any particular star could have a large radial component to its random motion and be erroneously placed amongst the giant stars with typically lower than average proper motions. Those two effects increase the random scatter in an RPM. That systematic motions can corrupt an RPM is illustrated in Benedict et al. Figure 1 , right, appears to be substantially offset towards more negative H K (0) values by ∆H K (0) = -1.0. As a check we produced an RPM by averaging measured proper motions from the UCAC4 and PPMXL catalogs and obtain the same offset. Averaging the proper motions from the two catalogs, the typical H K (0) error is 1.58 mag, a factor of three larger than when we include Kepler astrometry. There is also a far greater increase in error for brighter values of H K (0).
To bring the main sequence stars into coincidence with the HST main sequence would require decreasing the average µ vec proper motions of the final Table 3 proper motions by ∼ 10 mas yr −1 . This proper motion offset is likely not from systematic effects on proper motion due to the space velocity of the Sun. The Kepler field is very near the Solar Apex at RA 287
• , DEC +37
• (Vityazev & Tsvetkov 2013) . With most of the vector of solar motion in the radial direction, stars near the Solar Apex will exhibit very little systematic proper motion due to solar motion. From Vityazev & Tsvetkov (2013) the average transverse velocity of stars in the solar neighborhood towards the Galactic center isŪ = 9 km s −1 and the average transverse velocity perpendicular to the Galactic planeW = 6 km s −1 for a systematic total velocity V t = 10.8 km s −1 . Our sample of F-G dwarfs has K = 11.85 mag with M K 3 (Cox 2000) , hence an average distance of 500pc. The expected proper motion can be estimated from
This yields µ vec = 4.6 mas yr −1 , which could explain some but not all the positive H K (0) offset in Figure 16 .
However as mentioned in Section 2 above, a systematic effect of Galactic rotation on stellar velocities does exist. Our HST -derived RPM main sequence is composed of stars belonging to the Hyades and Pleiades star clusters. They have a Galactic longitude, ∼ 175
• . The Kepler field has ∼ 74
• . The velocity difference due to Galactic rotation is ∼ 30km s −1 , translating to a proper motion difference, ∆µ vec = 12.7 mas yr −1 , close to the correction needed above.
We seek luminosity class differentiation, a relative determination within an RPM. We ascribe the need for a correction to bring the Channel 21 RPM into closer agreement with Figure 1 , right, to a mix of the random and systematic proper motions just identified. We add the ∆H K (0) = -1.0 and replot, this time including the KOI, similarly corrected for offset (right-hand side of Figure 16 ). Identification number in this plot, KIC numbers, and KOI numbers are collected in Table 4 . Table 4 contains the H K (0) values (corrected by ∆H K (0) = -1.0) derived from the Table 3 KOI proper motions and K(0) magnitudes. The listed K-band absolute magnitudes, M K (0) are obtained using the Figure 2 Figure 17 . An HR diagram constructed using H K (0) from the UCAC4, PPMXL average proper motions has a distribution similar to Figure 17 , but with significantly increased scatter. Nine stars in Channel 21 (Season 0) host confirmed planetary systems. Our number 409 is Kepler-100, hosting three confirmed planets (Marcy et al. 2014) , and our number 441 is Kepler-28, hosting two confirmed planets (Steffen et al. 2012) . Recently Rowe et al. (2014) have statistically confirmed a number of multi planet systems. All exoplanet host stars and associated companions found in the Channel 21 field are listed in Table 5 Inspection of Figure 17 suggests that a significant number of our astrometric reference stars (and some of the KOI) appear to be sub-giants. As with any apparent magnitude limited survey, the stars observed with Kepler will have a Malmquist-like bias, i.e., the survey will be biased towards the inclusion of the most luminous objects in the field as a result of the greater volume being surveyed for these intrinsically brighter objects (Malmquist 1922) . Therefore, within the Kepler field there is a significant bias towards observing stars that are more massive and/or more evolved.
Estimated Absolute Magnitudes for Channel 21 KOI
The Kepler target selection attempted to mitigate this bias by selecting stars identified as main-sequence solar-type dwarfs based on their KIC values (Batalha et al. 2010) . However, significant uncertainty in KIC surface gravities make this selection process suspect. Brown et al. (2011) concluded that uncertainties in KIC log(g) are ∼0.4 dex, and are unreliable for distinguishing giants/main-sequence stars for T eff 5400 K. Consequently, a significant fraction of Kepler target stars are expected to be F and G spectral type subgiant stars (Farmer et al. 2013; Gaidos & Mann 2013) .
Finally, to argue for the added value of carrying out this astrometry, Figure 18 plots a theoretical HR diagram (log g vs. log T) for the astrometric reference stars (grey dots) and the Table 4 KOI. The log g and T values are from the Kepler Target Search results tabulated at the STScI MAST 3 . There are very few stars in the expected locus of F-G sub giants. Cargile et al. (in preparation) have re-measured T eff and log g for 850 KOIs using Keck HiRes archived material and find a sub-giant fraction amongst Kepler targets similar to that shown in Figure 17 . Again, we include on this plot a range of metallicities and ages from the Dartmouth evolution models.
Summary
1. Astrometry carried out on Kepler data yields significant systematics in position. These systematics correlate with time.
2. Astrometric performance correlates with Kepler telescope temperature variations. Larger variations result in poorer astrometry.
Astrometric modeling with a previously successful Schmidt model of more than one
Kepler Season fails to produce astrometric precision allowing for the measurement of stellar parallax.
Combining
Kepler astrometry for a single Season and Channel and three Quarters with existing catalog positions and proper motions, extends the time baseline to over 12 years. This provides a mapping of the lower-spatial frequency distortions over a Channel, and improves the precision of measured proper motions to 1.0 mas yr −1 , over a factor of three better than UCAC4 and PPMXL.
5. Applying that astrometric model, Kepler measurements yield absolute proper motions for a number of KOIs with an average proper motion vector error σ µ = 2.3 mas yr −1 , or σ µ /µ = 19.4%. In contrast, averaging the UCAC4 and PPMXL catalog proper motions provide σ µ = 5.0 mas yr −1 , or σ µ /µ = 43.0%.
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